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Atlas                   ProbeAPI
§ Hardware is homogeneous and 

therefore it has a more predictable
behaviour.

§ Connections are more stable due to
independence from user’s
hardware.

§ Not bound to a host OS and its
limitations/vulnerabilities.

§ Distribution is more costly and 
slower. Some regions are really
difficult to cover.

§ HTTP measurements only available
using anchor probes as targets. 
DNS Available. Measurement
methods are limited due to security
reasons.

§ Hardware is heterogeneous and 
therefore it has a more 
unpredictable behaviour.

§ Connections are more unstable
due to dependence from user’s
hardware and it’s usage.

§ Bound to a host OS (Windows) and 
its limitations/vulnerabilities, but
also a good vantage point for
application level troubleshooting.

§ Distribution is cheaper and faster. 
Distribution via software has helped
to cover otherwise difficult areas.

§ HttpGet, DNS and page-load using
Chromium libraries are available for
any public target. 



Coverage – Atlas
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Coverage - ProbeAPI



Probe Count Atlas & ProbeAPI in top ASNs by # of Users (2015)



Measurements

§1 ICMP measurement per minute repeated 60 
times on both platforms simultaneously. 

§One country at a time.
§15 Probes per measurement for Atlas
§25 Probes per measurement for ProbeAPI. (Higher

probe volatility requires more requests to get a 
comparable number of valid results each time)

§10% of slowest results were discarded on both
platforms.
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Comments

§Both platforms perform reliably in well covered areas, 
such as Germany, USA and UK.

§Software probes deliver relatively unstable results
over time, while Hardware probes remain more 
stable.

§Low coverage affects Software and Hardware probes
differently. While hardware probes tend to deliver
higher ICMP times, Software probes deliver results
with higher variability as well.



Comments

§Hardware probes seem to be more adeqaute for
base measurements, delivering consequently stable
results over time. Therefore smaller fluctuations can 
be detected with higher precision.

§Software probes offer a good opportunity for
measuring areas with low coverage of hardware 
probes, for ad-hoc measurements, application level
insights and troubleshooting. Well covered areas
offer reliable base measurement capabilities too.



Links:

§Complete article:
§ https://labs.ripe.net/Members/cristian_varas/a-practical-

comparison-between-ripe-atlas-and-probeapi
§Previous Study on Coverage:
§ http://blog.speedchecker.xyz/2015/10/13/a-study-on-

the-coverage-of-probeapi-and-ripe-atlas/
§Lacnic Study on Connectivity in LAC region:
§ https://blog.apnic.net/2016/05/03/connectivity-lac-

region/



Thank You!
…Questions?

Cristián F. Varas Schuda
Speedchecker Ltd.

PS: Talk to me after the session if you want 
to run comparative tests on your own 
sites/endpoints.


